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Image charge effects on electron capture by dust grains in dusty plasmas
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Electron-capture processes by negatively charged dust grains from hydrogenic ions in dusty plasmas are
investigated in accordance with the classical Bohr-Lindhard model. The attractive interaction between the
electron in a hydrogenic ion and its own image charge inside the dust grain is included to obtain the total
interaction energy between the electron and the dust grain. The electron-capture radius is determined by the
total interaction energy and the kinetic energy of the released electron in the frame of the projectile dust grain.
The classical straight-line trajectory approximation is applied to the motion of the ion in order to visualize the
electron-capture cross section as a function of the impact parameter, kinetic energy of the projectile ion, and
dust charge. It is found that the image charge inside the dust grain plays a significant role in the electron-
capture process near the surface of the dust grain. The electron-capture cross section is found to be quite
sensitive to the collision energy and dust charge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electron-capture process has been of great inte
since it is one of the basic processes in atomic collision ph
ics @1#. The capture processes have been investigated wi
using various methods@2–10#, including classical and quan
tum methods, depending on the projectile and target sta
For intermediate- and high-energy projectiles, a pure cla
cal approach, the so-called Bohr-Lindhard method@2#, has
been known to be quite reliable@4,7#, since the de Broglie
wavelength of the high-energy projectile is smaller than
collision range for the electron-capture interaction. Recen
the electron-capture processes in weakly and stron
coupled plasmas were investigated using the Bohr-Lindh
method with the Debye-Hu¨ckel @9# and ion-sphere@10# po-
tentials, respectively.

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in
dynamics of gases and plasmas containing dust grains
highly charged aerosol, including collective effects a
strong electrostatic interaction between the charged com
nents@11#. These dust-plasma interactions occur not only
space plasmas but also in the laboratory plasmas. Se
atomic processes in dusty plasmas have been investigat
order to obtain information on relevant plasma parame
@12#. However, to the best of our knowledge, the electro
capture process by the negatively charged dust grain in d
plasmas has not been investigated as yet. Thus, in this p
we investigate a new mechanism of the electron-capture
cesses by negatively charged dust grains from hydrog
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ions in dusty plasmas due to the image charge induced in
the dust grain. We found that the electron-capture proc
would be impossible without the image charge effects. W
assume that there are cases where dust grains are sph
conductors. The interaction potential between the elect
released from a hydrogenic ion and the negatively char
dust grain is given by the repulsive part due to the d
charge and by the attractive part due to the image cha
inside the dust grain. The classical straight-line approxim
tion is applied to describe the projectile motion since t
classical trajectory method has the great advantage of v
alizing the atomic transition phenomena as a function of
impact parameter and plasma parameters.

In Sec. II, we derive the classical electron-capture cr
section using the Bohr-Lindhard method for hydrogenic io
dust grain collisions in dusty plasmas. We also obtain
electron-capture radius using the interaction energy and
kinetic energy of the released electron. In Sec. III, we obt
the scaled electron-capture cross section as a function o
impact parameter, kinetic energy of the projectile ion, a
dust charge. The results show that the image charge in
the dust grain plays a significant role in the electron-capt
process by the negatively charged dust grain. The elect
capture cross section is found to be quite sensitive to
collision energy and dust charge. It is also found that
position of the maximum electron-capture cross section
shifted toward smaller impact parameter as the collision
ergy increases. Finally, in Sec. IV, discussions are given

II. ELECTRON-CAPTURE CROSS SECTION

The classical expression of the electron-capture cross
tion is given by@5#

ty,
:
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sc52pE b db Pc~b!, ~1!

whereb is the impact parameter andPc(b) is the electron-
capture probability. For intermediate- and high-energy p
jectiles, the classical expression of the electron-capture c
section is known to be valid. A first classical treatment to
charge-capture cross section was given by the Bohr-Lindh
~BL! method@2#. In the BL model, the electron-capture pro
ability is given by the ratio of the collision time to the ele
tron orbital time in the target ion:

Pc~b!5
1

t E2tc

tc
dt, ~2!

where tc is the electron-capture time andt50 is arbitrarily
chosen as the instant at which the projectile makes its clo
approach to the target ion. Here, the electron orbital timet is
given by

t5an /nn5
n3

ZT
2

a0

ca
, ~3!

where an (5n2a0 /ZT) is the nth Bohr radius of a hydro-
genic ion with nuclear chargeZT , a0 (5\2/me2) is the
Bohr radius,nn (5ZTca/n) is the electron velocity in the
nth Bohr orbit, anda (5e2/\c'1/137) is the fine-structure
constant.

Using spherical polar coordinates with their center at
dust grain, we can evaluate the electrostatic potential@12#
f(r ) produced by the dust chargeQ with the surrounding
plasma:

f~r !5Q
exp@2~r 2a!/lD#

r
, ~4!

wherea is the radius of the dust grain andlD is the Debye
length of the background plasma. Here, for the sake of s
plicity, the dust particles are assumed spherical. For typ
laboratory and astrophysical dusty plasma, it has been kn
that lD@a. Here, dust grains are considered conductors
cluding the image potential@12#. These conducting dus
grains can be found in astrophysical dusty plasma such
metal-rich H II regions and metal-rich globular cluste
@13,14#. When a very small particle~its radius!a! of the
electric chargeq is placed near the dust grain, the interacti
potential energy could be evaluated by a sum of two fie
The first would be produced by the dust charge and the
ond by the image chargeq852(a/r )q located at pointr 8
5a2/r inside the dust sphere. Hence, when the hydroge
ion is placed within the Debye sphere (a,r !lD), the in-
teraction potential energyV(r ) between the bound electro
(q52e) in the ground state of a hydrogenic ion and t
negatively charged dust grain (Q52Ze) is given by

V~r !5
qQ8

r
1

qq8

ur2r 8 r̂ u
1ZT

2R, ~5!
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where r is the position vector of the projectile electro
from the dust grain andr̂ ([r /r ) denotes the unit vector
Q8 (5Q2q8) is the charge of the dust sphere, a
R (5me4/2\2'13.6 eV) is the Rydberg constant. Sinc
the dust charge is usually much greater than the elec
charge (Z@1) and r ,a, the charge of the dust spher
Q8 (52Ze2ae/r ) can be approximated asQ8 (>2Ze).
Since the Debye screening factore2(r 2a)/lD is not important
inside the Debye sphere@15#, i.e., a,r !lD ('50a), the
interaction energy between the dust grain and the elec
placed near the surface of the dust grain can be given b

V~r !>
Ze2

r
2

ae2

r 22a2 1ZT
2R, ~6!

where the first term is the repulsive interaction between
electron and the negative dust charge and the second te
the attractive interaction between the electron and its o
positive image charge inside the dust grain. Due to this
tractive interaction, the released electron can be capture
the negatively charged dust grain. According to the B
model @2#, the capture process happens when the dista
between the projectile and a released electron is smaller
the electron-capture radiusRc . Since the capture distance
determined by equating the kinetic energy of the relea
electron in the frame of the dust grain and the interact
provided by the dust grain@Eq. ~6!#, the electron-capture
radiusRc within the Debye sphere (r !lD) by the dust grain
can be determined by

ae2

Rc
22a2 2

ze2

Rc
2ZT

2R5 1
2 mn2, ~7!

wheren is the collision velocity andm is the electron rest
mass since the reduced mass of the dust grain and the
leased electron is almost equal to the electron mass. Nea
surface of the dust grain (Rc'a), the negatively charged
dust grain can capture the released electron since the
term in Eq.~7!, i.e., attractive interaction, is stronger than t
second term, i.e., repulsive interaction. Since the ima
charge effect is only important near the surface of the d
grain, the Debye screening factore2(Rc2a)/lD can be re-
placed by unity so that Eq.~7! is quite reasonable to obtai
the solution of the scaled capture radius near the dust
face. Equation~7! can be rewritten in the scaled form,

R̄c
31jZR̄c

22~j11!R̄c2jZ50, ~8!

where R̄c ([Rc /a) is the scaled capture radius andj
[(2e2/ma)/(n21ZT

2e4/\2). Even though Eq.~8! has three
solutions, we need a real physical solution because of
physical constraint 1,R̄c,l̄D , wherel̄D ([lD /a) is the
scaled Debye length. After some algebraic manipulatio
the physical solution of the scaled electron-capture radiu
found to be

R̄c~j,Z!5 1
3 $2jZ1~313j1j2Z2!@2/F~j,Z!#1/3

1@F~j,Z!/2#1/3%, ~9!

where
1-2
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F~j,Z!518jZ29j2Z22j3Z31A24~313j1j2Z2!31@27jZ29~11j!jZ22j3Z3#2. ~10!
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In the following section, we shall discuss the different
electron-capture cross section using the electron-capture
dius given by Eq.~9!.

III. DIFFERENTIAL ELECTRON-CAPTURE
CROSS SECTION

For heavy dust grains, the projectile path can be descr
by the classical straight-line trajectory, i.e.,r (t)5b1vt with
b•v50. Then, the collision timetc in Eq. ~2! is given by
(Rc

22b2)1/2/n. Using the straight-line trajectory,Pc(b) be-
comes

Pc~b!5
2

tn
~Rc

22b2!1/2. ~11!

The total electron-capture cross section, Eq.~1!, can be rep-
resented as

sc52pa2E
1

l̄Db̄ db̄ Pc~ b̄!, ~12!

where b̄ ([b/a) is the scaled impact parameter. Then, E
~12! can be rewritten as

dsc /db̄

pa2 52b̄Pc~ b̄! ~13a!

5
4a

tn
b̄P̄c~ b̄!, ~13b!

where b̄P̄c(b̄) is the scaled differential electron-captu
cross section:
01740
l
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b̄P̄c~ b̄,j,Z!5b̄@R̄c
2~j,Z!2b̄2#1/2, ~14!

where the scaled electron-capture radiusR̄c(j,Z) is
given in Eq. ~9!. The parameterj can be rewritten asj
52(m/m)(a0 /a)/(Ē1mZT

2/m), m@5Mmi /(M1mi)# is
the reduced mass of the dust grain~M! and the ion (mi),
and Ē ([mn2/2R) is the scaled kinetic energy of th
projectile ion.

In order to explicitly investigate the scaled differenti
electron-capture cross section, specifically, we chosea
50.01mm, ZT51 ~hydrogen atom!, and the density of the
dust grain isr>2 g cm23. Figure 1 shows the scaled differ
ential electron-capture cross section as a function of
scaled impact parameter in hydrogen-atom–dust-grain c
sions in dusty plasmas. As we can see in this figure,
electron-capture cross section is decreased with increa
the scaled kinetic energy of the projectile ion. It is also fou
that the ion must pass very close to the dust grain to
captured. The dust grains are principally charged by the th
mal fluxes reaching the grain surface@16#. Even though the
charge capture by the image charge produced inside the
grain is not the main charging process, it is important to n
that the induced positive image charge inside the dust g
plays an important role in the electron capture by the ne
tively charged dust grain near the dust surface.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

We investigate the electron-capture processes by n
tively charged dust grains from hydrogenic ions in dus
plasmas using the classical Bohr-Lindhard model. The in
action potential between the released electron and the n
tively charged dust grain is given by the repulsive part due
the dust charge and by the attractive part due to the pos
l
n
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r

-
s
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FIG. 1. The scaled differentia
electron-capture cross sectio

b̄P̄c(b̄) @Eq. ~14!# from a hydro-
gen atom by the negatively
charged dust grain as a functio
of the scaled impact paramete

b̄ ~5b/a, a is the grain radius!.
The solid line represents the dif
ferential electron-capture cros

section for Z5200 and Ē5100.
The dashed line represents the d
ferential electron-capture cros

section for Z5400 and Ē5100.
The dotted line represents the di
ferential electron-capture cros

section forZ5200 andĒ51000.
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image charge inside the dust grain. The electron-capture
dius is obtained by the total interaction potential and
kinetic energy of the released electron in the frame of
projectile dust grain. The classical straight-line approxim
tion is applied to describe the projectile motion since
classical trajectory method has the great advantage of v
alizing the electron-capture cross section as a function of
impact parameter, projectile energy, and dust charge. W
out the image charge effects, the released electron cann
captured by the negatively charged dust grain. The elect
capture cross section is quite sensitive to the collision ve
ity and dust charge. It should be noted that the image cha
inside the dust grain plays a significant role in the electr
capture process near the surface of the dust grain. T
s

. A

,

d
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results provide a general description of the electron-cap
phenomena by the image charge produced inside the n
tively charged dust grains in dusty plasmas.
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